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    ON-DEMAND LEARNING ALGORITHM

Image corruption exists in various degrees of severity!

● real images: 
● corrupted images:   
● a general encoder-decoder deep network     

with weights w
● objective:

    EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Comparison with fixated models:

Comparison to existing inpainting and denoising methods:
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Existing methods risk training “fixated models”  --- models that perform 
well only at a particular level of difficulty.

Key Idea: Let the system guide its own learning towards the right proportion of sub-tasks per difficulty 
level by creating a feedback mechanism to self-generate instances where they are needed most.

Objective: Train an image restoration system to 
succeed across a spectrum of difficulty levels.

Other training paradigms:
➔ Rigid joint: simply pool training instances 

across difficulty levels
➔ Curriculum learning: order training samples 

from easy to hard

On-demand learning:

Experiment set-up: five difficulty levels (N=5)
● Image Inpainting:  inpainting size 1x1-6x6, 7x7-12x12, 13x13-18x18, 19x19-24x24, 25x25-30x30
● Pixel Interpolation: percentage of deleted pixels 0%-15%, 15%-30%, 30%-45%, 45%-60%, 60%-75%
● Image Deblurring: blur kernel width 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5
● Image Denoising: variance of AWG noise 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, 60-80, 80-100

Comparison of overall performance: 

Observation: By automatically guiding the balance among sub-tasks, on-demand learning 
successfully addresses the fixation problem, and obtains the best all-around performance.

Status quo is to train a learning algorithm to restore images with a controlled 
degree of corruption. E.g., Yeh et al. 2017, Liu et al. 2016, Burger et al. 2012...

    PROBLEM FORMULATION

Observation: Our image denoising system consistently 
performs well on all noise levels, yet we do not assume 
knowledge of noise level during testing.

Observation: The inpainter trained under our framework not 
only can inpaint central square blocks, but does similarly well 
when tested on square blocks located anywhere in the image.

Observation: Our algorithm performs well over the spectrum of difficulty, 
whereas fixated models perform well at only a certain level of corruption.


